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Concepts and Measurement
A definition: A religion is a set of beliefs, symbols and practices
based on the idea of the sacred.
Problems with defining religion include . . .
I What beliefs are religious?

I Not all religions have a God or Gods.
I Want to distinguish religion from nationalism and Marxism,

hence use of the term sacred.

I Is belief necessary?
I Core beliefs not always well defined and differ between elite

and members.
I People are often considered members of a religion almost

irrespective of belief (e.g. Jews, Catholics) and vice versa (e.g.
Church of England).

I If belonging to a group is necessary, how active do you have to
be?

Various indicators used, including . . .

I Self-identification.
I Attendance (also marriages, christenings, etc.)
I Beliefs



Cultural evolution of religions (Henrich, 2020, Chpt 4)

I Small and ancient societies tend to have more personal, local
and less moral gods

I Big gods facilitated development of big societies
I stronger moral codes; free will with (afterlife) punishment
I moral universality
I promotion of altruism, especially within group
I development of credibility enhancing displays: prayers, taboos,

rituals, sacrifices, and martyrdom

I Societies with big gods have better within group cooperation,
and competitive advantage

https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/permalink/f/n28kah/oxfaleph022002302


Source: Henrich, 2020, Fig14.1

https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/permalink/f/n28kah/oxfaleph022002302


Church marriage policy ultimately leads to democracy
(Henrich, 2020)

https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/permalink/f/n28kah/oxfaleph022002302
https://solo.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/permalink/f/n28kah/oxfaleph022002302


Previous accounts of Christianity and Capitalism
Weber argued that Protestantism was instrumental in the
development of capitalism because of a diffusion of entrepreneurial
values.

I Protestants have to prove themselves and so have a strong
work ethic

I For Catholics confession is a pressure valve

i.e. difference is not doctrinal but behavioural

I Belonging to a protestant sect also becomes a badge of credit
worthiness.

Causality/Endogeneity Problem: Economic interests of certain
groups may have influenced the development of Protestantism.

Bell (Contradictions of Capitalism) argues that modern capitalism
has itself changed values, undermining it’s Protestant origins. We
have become,

I more secular and amoral
I lacking in work ethic
I consumerist
I individualist



Christianity and Democracy
Bruce (2003) argues:

I The protestant reformation led to capitalism (Weber) and the
tolerance of different sects.

I Capitalism and the presence of different groups led to
liberalism.

I Liberalism led to liberal democracy.

Henrich (2020) account similar but emphasises protestant demand
for literacy and broader development of WEIRD psychology.

Democratization of Catholic countries is perhaps the result of the
successful practice of democracy in Protestant countries.

I Catholic Church only officially accepted democracy in 1944.
I However, the Church sometimes found it better to support

Catholic parties within democracies rather than groups that
sought to undermine democracy e.g. Kalyvas (1998) on late
19th Century Belgium.



Catholics much less Nazi in 1932: Spenkuch & Tillmann (AJPS, 2017)20 JÖRG L. SPENKUCH AND PHILIPP TILLMANN

FIGURE 1 Religion and Nazi Vote Shares

(a)  Geographic Distribution of Protestants and Catholics 

(b)  Geographic Distribution of the Nazi Vote, November 1932 

Source: Based on von Kuehnelt-Leddihn (1952).

first democracy, one has to understand the role of
religion and whether the Catholic Church was able to
wield influence at the ballot box.

Yet, the extant evidence remains purely descriptive.
That is, the literature is first and foremost concerned with
determining “who voted for Hitler” (e.g., Childers 1983;
Falter 1991; Hamilton 1982; O’Loughlin 2002). But even
if we could know with absolute certainty which groups of
German society supported the Nazis more than others, it
would still be insufficient to answer the deeper question
of why some groups radicalized while others did not.

To see the problem, note that the south and west of
Germany were not only more Catholic than the north and
northeast but also much more agrarian. Did the NSDAP

perform poorly in the former regions because the party’s
agricultural policies held little appeal to farmers? Were
majority Protestant constituencies more likely to back
the Nazis because they were hit harder by the economic
depression? Or, did ordinary Catholics refrain from sup-
porting radical parties because they were instructed to do
so by the clergy?2

Given the descriptive focus of the empirical literature,
it is hardly surprising that there exists no consensus on
why the NSDAP was more successful in predominantly
Protestant regions. Some claim that Catholics’ resistance
was due to a distinct Catholic culture with a close-knit
network of clubs, unions, and other civic organizations
(e.g., Burnham 1972; Lepsius 1966). Others emphasize the
importance of observational differences between Protes-
tants and Catholics. King et al. (2008), for instance, con-
tend that different constituencies simply had divergent
economic interests, and that economic voting provides a
straightforward rationalization of the patterns in the data.
None of these explanations accord with what Hitler him-
self believed. According to Hitler, the NSDAP would only
be able to win over Catholic voters if the curia gave up its
opposition to National Socialism (see Scholder 1977).

To the best of our knowledge, there exists no rig-
orous econometric evidence on why Catholics eschewed
the NSDAP. In the second part of the article, we therefore
ask whether religious differences in support for the Nazis
were due to observational, socioeconomic differences, or
whether they are better explained by the influence of the
Catholic Church.3 We show that religious differences in
NSDAP support actually widen upon carefully account-
ing for constituencies’ other characteristics. All else equal,
Catholic voters were on average even less likely to support
the Nazis than Figure 1 suggests.

Moreover, we provide direct evidence in support of
the idea that the Church’s influence over parishioners
contributed to the resistance of ordinary Catholics. To
do so, we draw on a novel data set that allows us to
geographically locate members of the Catholic clergy
who ignored the directives of their bishops and instead
openly sympathized with the Nazis. We find that religious
differences in the propensity to vote for the NSDAP

2In seminal work, Falter (1991) calculates that Protestants were
about twice as likely to vote for the NSDAP than Catholics. At
the same time, he acknowledges that the assumptions required for
his estimates to have a causal interpretation are “in many cases
unrealistic” (443).

3Although King et al. (2008, 964) suspect that the Catholic Church
“added to the incentives for voters to favor the Catholic parties,”
they also state that “one might, of course, doubt whether voting
suggestions by the Catholic parish priest were heeded in the polling
booth,” and that they have “not been able to unearth sources that
speak directly to this issue.”

I It was Protestants rather
than Catholics that most
supported the Nazis and
led to the collapse of
democracy in 1930s
Germany.

I Hitler thought NSDAP
only able to win Catholic
voters if curia gave up
opposition to national
socialism.



Catholic priests mattered: Spenkuch & Tillmann (AJPS, 2017)

I Where the local priest was sympathetic to the Nazis, the
Catholic Nazi vote was bigger.

I Church failed to reduce the Catholic communist vote because
those voters too far from the church position, because of the
economic crisis.RELIGION AND THE SUCCESS OF THE NAZIS 33

FIGURE 3 Theoretical Predictions of Our Elite Influence Model
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Note: Graphs illustrate the predictions of the model sketched out in the section “On the Importance of the Catholic Party and the
Limits of Elite Influence.”

The middle panels in Figure 3 show the choices of
Catholics when ! is very small or even zero. In such a
case, parishioners who are better aligned with parties
other than the Zentrum support these instead. Hence,
a bifurcation of the electorate leads to a similarly sized
increase in the support for radical parties among both
Catholics and Protestants. The mere existence of the Zen-
trum is, therefore, insufficient to significantly slow down
the rise of political extremists.

In the rightmost panels, we present our framework’s
predictions for cases in which the clergy is able to ex-
ert influence (i.e., ! ≫ 0). Intuitively, Catholics trade off
congruence between parties’ positioning and their own
preferences with the sanctions they expect to incur if they
deviate from the prescription of the Church. If the an-
ticipated penalty is large enough, then Catholics with
diverse interests would rather support the Zentrum than
the party they actually prefer.12 The influence of the clergy
thus explains why the Zentrum’s basin of support was
initially much broader than that of any nondenomina-
tional party.

As long as ! is not too large, however, there will
be some individuals who defy the Church and choose
radical parties instead. Our model, therefore, posits that

12Consider a voter who is equidistant from Z and C , that is, |Z −
t| = |C − t|. Since ! > 0, such a voter will end up supporting Z.
Since U (·) is continuous in t, it follows that even some types who
are located strictly closer to C than to Z will pick the latter. It also
follows that the set of types who support Z is increasing in !.

Church dignitaries are able to choke off the rise of ex-
tremists by “guiding” the votes of the faithful, but only to
a point. Importantly, the framework also predicts which
parishioners are likely to defy the Church and which are
not—even though everyone faces the same penalty and
there are no intrinsic differences in religiosity.

To see this point, note that a particular voter will obey
the political prescription of the Church if and only if

! ≥ (Z − t)2 − (X∗ − t)2, (4)

where X∗ denotes the party whose position is closest to t.
In words, holding the congruence between a voter and her
favorite party fixed, she will go along with the Church’s
preferred choice only if its ideological position is not too
far removed from her own ideal point.

Interpreting the condition above probabilistically,
not only should Catholics be weakly underrepresented
among the supporters of major nondenominational
parties, but also the degree of underrepresentation ought
to depend negatively on the ideological distance between
the supporters of these parties and the Zentrum (i.e.,
|Z − t|). If the gap becomes unacceptably large, then vot-
ers would rather be harassed by the clergy than support
the Catholic party. Thus, among parishioners whose pref-
erences are very different from Z, the Church enjoys little
to no influence and religious differences in voters’ choices
vanish.

Importantly, unless the Zentrum occupies exactly the
ideological middle, the electoral influence of the Catholic



Secularization in Christian Societies I

Three dimensions (Dobbelare, 1981)

1. Level of society and institutions

2. Within religious institutions

3. Individual level association with religious institutions.

Linked to modernization in three ways.

I Social differentiation: especially adoption of health and
education by the state.

I Societalization: A reduction in the importance of community
relative to the wider society.

I Rationalization: reduces need for coordination and ordering by
values (Bell 1976).



hypothesis plausible. In the !rst place, it seems more credible that age and
period effects are weak or nonexistent than that they are strong but per-
fectly balanced. The longer the period, the more surprising it would be to
maintain this balance, and the BSA series has been running for three de-
cades. Similarly, it seems highly unlikely that age and period effects would
be completely offsetting everywhere, yet a similar pattern is observed in all
of the countries we study here as well as others that we do not examine in
this article. If there is a tendency for adults to become more religious as they
grow older, age effects should be apparent somewhere.
Second, the mechanism that produces cohort effects is straightforward:

we are socialized by the religious environment of our upbringing, and mem-
bers of each successive cohort in Great Britain !and elsewhere in the West"
are less likely to have been raised in religious households and are therefore
less likely to be religious as adults. By contrast, perfectly counterbalancing
age and period effects would imply that each person faces an ongoing strug-
gle between proreligion forces associated with aging and antireligion external
forces that continuously !ght to a more or less perfectly balanced standoff.
Struggle of this sort is not apparent.
Third, if the age and period trends were in balance, the cohort lines

would be equidistant from each other. The fact that they are not would re-
quire there to be cohort effects operating alongside the period decline. In

FIG. 1.—Religious af!liation by decade of birth, Great Britain, 1983–2013. Data are
from the British Social Attitudes survey, 1983–2013. Includes white respondents age 20–
84. Three-survey moving average.
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are very large, it is possible to look back to people born as early as 1887.
Over the four decades covered by the data there are only weak signs of
change within generations, such as might be produced either by aging or by
historical events.
The graphs undulate slightly, with peaks in 1991 and 2001. It is possible

that something in the cultural context led to these rises and falls in religious
identi!cation, but these "uctuations could also be measurement artifacts.
As mentioned above, in 1991 the census form provided check boxes for the
most common denominations rather than requiring write-in responses. One
striking consequence was that the number of native-born Presbyterians
age 20 and over increased by a third from the 1986 total. !By implication, a
quarter of self-identi!ed Presbyterians in 1991 were so nominal that they
would have been unwilling or unable to spell out the name of their denom-
ination." Catholic, Anglican, and Uniting Church numbers received more
modest boosts. It is less clear what might have caused the rise in 2001,
although the fact that the 70,500 people giving “Jedi” as their religion were
classi!ed as “unde!ned” rather than “none” may account for some of it.
Overall there is little here to suggest that period, let alone age, had sub-

stantial effects on religious af!liation in Australia before 2001. The most
signi!cant departure from intragenerational stability comes in the most re-
cent census in 2011, when the graphs suggest that there has been within-

FIG. 3.—Religious af!liation by decade of birth, Australia, 1971–2011. Data are from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics: commissioned tables from the census of population,
1971–2011. Includes only people born in Australia.

United States and the Secularization Thesis
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Source: Voas and Chaves (AJS, 2016)
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As in Australia, the rate of change increases with cohorts born during
and after the Second World War and does not slow until the group born
between 1977 and 1981. Also as in Australia, a slight erosion in religious
identity can be seen within as well as between cohorts, and these effects are
most evident for the younger cohorts, producing some fanning out in the
graphs during the later periods. Nevertheless, the main shifts are from one
generation to the next, with relative stability within each. The statistical
decomposition in table 1 shows that cohort replacement is responsible for
the majority of the aggregate decline, reinforced by within-cohort change
in the same direction !14.9/"14.9 1 13.4# 5 .53$.

Canada

In Canada, reported weekly church attendance was a staggering 67% in
1946 !Veevers and Gee 1988, p. 18$. It has been falling steadily ever since
and stood at 17% in 2012, although because of overreporting, the true
!gure is at best half as high !Brenner 2012$. In 2012, nearly half !48%$ of
people born in Canada said that they never attend.
Figure 5 shows that between-cohort decline in religious af!liation in

Canada was modest among people born before the SecondWorldWar, but
the now-familiar pattern is clear thereafter. Within-cohort decline is also

FIG. 5.—Religious af!liation by decade of birth, Canada, 1985–2012. Data are from
the Canadian General Social Survey, 1985–2012; includes only respondents born in
Canada. Three-survey moving average.

United States and the Secularization Thesis
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saying they have no religion. By contrast, !gure 8 shows that strong af!l-
iation in fact weakened for every successive generation from as far back
as we can see, to people born more than a century ago. We cannot be cer-
tain that individuals born around the time of the First World War, who
reached adulthood before and during the Second World War, were less
religious than their parents, because the GSS only began in the early 1970s.
It seems very likely, however, that the generation gaps observed at that
point already existed in the !rst half of the 20th century. The alternative
hypothesis—that the gap only opened up when these people were middle
aged—seems less plausible.13

The pattern of substantial and negative cohort differences is evident
across all survey years. Unlike the other countries we have examined, there
seems to have been a period, running roughly from 1978 to 1988, in which
strong af!liation rose by about 10 percentage points in every birth cohort.
Attendance also increased in these years, as we note below. It seems that

FIG. 8.—Strong or somewhat strong religious af!liation by decade of birth, United
States, 1974–2014. Data are from the General Social Survey, 1974–2014. Includes re-
spondents age 20–84 born in the United States. Three-survey moving average.

13The cohort pattern is the same if we use the more conventional af!liated-versus-not
distinction except that, for reasons noted in the main text, the very oldest cohorts appear
more similar to each other than they do in !g. 8. Hout and Fischer !2014, p. 428"
conclude that “two-thirds of the increased tendency to declare no religion is rooted in
generational succession.”

American Journal of Sociology
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followed by rising participation in the 1980s, after which within-cohort
change is very minor.
As we did for af!liation, we perform two different decompositions: one

for the full period and one just for the period since 1988. The results are
similar to the previous !ndings. The substantial cohort replacement com-
ponent in the full period suggests that aggregate attendance would have
declined by 14.7 percentage points had cohort replacement not been par-
tially offset by positive within-cohort change. Since 1988, the cohort replace-
ment component !29.1" is nearly identical to the aggregate change, sug-
gesting that cohort replacement accounts for virtually all attendance
decline since 1988.14

Belief

The generational nature of changing belief in God is also apparent in the
United States, where the following question has been included on the GSS
since 1988:

FIG. 9.—Attendance monthly or more often by decade of birth, United States, 1973–
2014. Data are from the General Social Survey, 1974–2014. Includes respondents age
20–84 born in the United States. Three-survey moving average. To avoid overstating
religious decline, the unusually religious 1972 GSS sample has been excluded.

14Firebaugh and Harley !1991" used linear decomposition on a much shorter period
!1972–89" to investigate attendance trends. Although their analysis was based on
individual-level data and a multicategory dependent variable, our conclusions differ not
because of any disagreements over the evidence but simply because they studied a much
shorter period, alternative interpretations of the APC pattern are always available, and

American Journal of Sociology
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Please indicate which statement below comes closest to expressing what you
believe about God:

— I don’t believe in God;
— I don’t know whether there is a God, and I don’t believe there is a way

to !nd out;
— I don’t believe in a personal God, but I do believe in a Higher Power of

some kind;
— I !nd myself believing in God some of the time, but not at others;
— While I have doubts, I feel that I do believe in God;
— I know God really exists and have no doubts about it.

As !gure 10 shows, until recent years a majority of respondents in every
birth cohort selected the last, most con!dently theistic option. There is con-
siderable statistical noise in the data, but after a quarter of a century a pat-
tern is coming into view. The proportion of unequivocal believers is falling,
and the most recent cohorts seem to be opening up a gap with earlier ones.
In 2014, only 45% of young adults age 18–30 had no doubts about God’s
existence, compared with 68% of people age 65 and over. The trend lines
show steady generational drift away from unwavering belief, and there are
few signs of change with age or over time. The cohort replacement compo-

FIG. 10.—Knows God exists by decade of birth, United States, 1988–2014. Data are
from the General Social Survey, 1988–2014. Includes respondents age 20–84 born in the
United States. Three-survey moving average.

their age-effects-only interpretation seemed plausible at the time. With the bene!t of an
additional quarter of a century of data, however, an age-effects-only model is no longer
sustainable.

United States and the Secularization Thesis

1545

Source: Voas and Chaves (AJS, 2016)

US is not a counter-example to the secularization thesis.

https://www.journals.uchicago.edu/doi/10.1086/684202


Secularisation in Britain: Voas and Bruce (BSA36, 2019)

The National Centre for Social Research

British Social Attitudes 36 | Religion 1

The past two decades have seen international con!ict involving religion and domestic religious 
organisations putting themselves at odds with mainstream values. Against this backdrop, we 
compare religious identi"cation, behaviour and belief among the British public. We "nd a dramatic 
decline in identi"cation with Christian denominations, particularly the Church of England; a 
substantial increase in atheism and in self-description as “very” or “extremely” non-religious; and 
very low con"dence in religious organisations, but tolerance of religious difference. 

Religion 
Identity, behaviour and belief over two decades

Religious identity (1983–2018)
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Spotlight 
Over time, there has been a dramatic decline in the proportion of people who identify with 
Christianity along with a substantial increase in those with no religious af"liation, and a steady 
increase in those belonging to non-Christian faiths.

Religious identity, 1983 – 2018 



Secularisation by cohort replacement in Britain: Voas and Bruce (BSA36, 2019)

The National Centre for Social Research

British Social Attitudes 36 | Religion 15

Table 9 Religious identification, attendance and belief in God, by age, by gender 

Male Female All

��)BWF�B�SFMJHJPO

18-34 32 41 36

35-54 37 50 43

55+ 51 65 58

All ages 41 54 47

% Ever attends religious services or 
meetings*

18-34 26 32 29

35-54 28 35 32

55+ 29 37 33

All ages 28 35 31

% Believe in God‡

18-34 29 38 33

35-54 36 44 40

55+ 33 50 42

All ages 33 45 39

The bases for this table can be found in the appendix to this chapter

*This includes all frequencies reported, including “less often than once a year”, but excludes those 
who say “varies too much to say”

‡ For belief in God we have combined answers for those who say “I believe in God now, but I didn’t 
used to” and “I believe in God now and always have” (presented in the bottom half of Table 6) 

It is tempting but wrong to think that people become more religious 
with age. As already noted, the evidence strongly suggests that the 
association between age and religious commitment comes about 
because people are increasingly raised without religion or lose it 
in!their youth, and they are replacing older generations who were 
brought up in more religious times (Voas and Chaves, 2016; see also 
Lee, 2012). 

As with much else in life, religious participation is gendered. Quite 
why is contentious and complex (Trzebiatowska and Bruce, 2012; 
Voas et al., 2013) but the differences are striking. At every age, men 
are less likely than women to say that they have a religion, or go to 
church, or believe in God (shown in Table 9). 

The public reputation of religion 
Given the scale and potential signi"cance of the shifts in religious 
faith in Britain, our attention now turns to wider analysis of public 
attitudes and religion: what does the British population think of 
religion and religious institutions? 

At every age, men are 
less likely than women 
to say that they have a 
religion, or go to church, 
or believe in God



Debates about Secularization theory
I Globally religion is on the rise.

I Primarily Western Europe and other high income democracies
where it is in decline.

I The US is modern but not secular.

I Even within W Europe, measures of secularization
(identification, church attendances, religious marriages, etc.)
have been disputed and may be a sign of changing practice
not general decline of religion. (e.g. Martin, 1978).
I e.g. religious TV and radio, New Age spirituality and ‘believing

without belonging’.
I However any increases in these are too small to compensate

for decline in traditional religious activity in those countries
that have secularized.

I There has been no decline in demand for religion, it is just
that some European countries have problems with the supply
in the market for religious services (e.g. Stark and Finke).
I So the plurality of religions and free competition explains high

religiosity in the US.
I US is also a country based on immigration of religious refugees.



Norris and Inglehart Sacred and Secular



Criticism of Norris and Inglehart

I Gorski and Altinordu (2008) criticise Norris and Inglehart
(2004) for,

1. using ‘existential security’ to mean basic physical needs in
non-Western countries but higher-order psychological needs
(predictability, protection against risk) in the US.

2. making a temporal argument based on cross-sectional data.



Relationships between Religions and the State affect
Religiosity

Most European states were originally legitimated by religion. To
maintain power, the church allied with the political elite to resist
moves towards democratization.
France: Since the revolution the state has been strongly
anti-clerical most notably in the education policy.

- battle over headscarves in schools should be understood in
this light.

England: Early victory of state over church (C16th).

- Church remains established but politically weak.

US, Ireland, Greece and Poland: Separation of (majority)
church from state has allowed religion to flourish.

- It is the association with the political elite, rather than
religion, that lead to rejection of the church (Martin, 1978).

These factors are relevant for trends in secularization as well as the
politicisation of religion.



Cold War cohorts less religious than predecessors in Central
Eastern Europe: Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Bigger drops with more communist repression of religion:
Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Post Cold War religious recovery in East, despite
secularisation in W Europe: Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Within-cohort period effects different for East and West:
Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Religiosity increases with GDP in CE Europe, but declines
with GDP in W Europe: Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Religiosity moves with religious legislation, but in different
directions in East and West: Muller and Neundorf (Soc Forces, 2012)



Secularisation in the US: Djupe et al (Pol Res Q, 2018)
6 Political Research Quarterly 00(0)

The variables involved in our two hypotheses are con-
stituent parts of interaction terms, so it is best to inspect 
them visually. Figure 2 shows the influence of our mea-
sure of perceived Christian Right influence conditional 
on their salience (as proxied by the presence of a consti-
tutional ban on same-sex marriage) on the proportion of 
the state that is “unclaimed” (using the religious census 
data) and the proportion of religious “nones” (as drawn 
from the CCES). Christian Right influence is associated 
with a growth in the rate of nones in the presence of a 
salient controversy—when a ban is in place in the state.8 
Across the full range of Christian Right influence, the 
proportion unclaimed (left panel) climbs about .08 (8%) 
and the proportion of nones (right panel) climbs about .13 
(13%), though the latter effect is statistically more mar-
ginal. On the contrary, when a ban on same-sex marriage 
is not in place, Christian Right influence has very weak to 
no association with the rate of nones. In the left panel, the 
unclaimed proportion grows an insignificant .02 as 
Christian Right influence runs through its full range, and 
it is slightly negative in the right panel using the measure 
of self-identified nones.9

A similar pattern emerges when we shift the measure 
of salience. The number of lobbying groups associated 
with the Christian Right interacts with the number of 
gay rights groups in the state under the assumption that 
opposing groups expand the scope of the conflict and 
make the presence of the Christian Right in the state 

Figure 1. None growth in the states, 2006–2016.
Source. The 2006–2016 Cooperative Congressional Election Study.

Table 1. Estimates of the Unclaimed and Self-Identified Nones 
with State and Year Fixed Effects.

Unclaimed
(religious census)

Nones
(CCES)

CR influence index 0.02
(0.01)

−0.02
(0.10)

SSM ban in place −0.05***
(0.01)

−0.10
(0.08)

Influence Index × Ban 0.06***
(0.02)

0.15
(0.12)

Religious left groups 0.00***
(0.00)

−0.01**
(0.00)

CR groups 0.00
(0.00)

−0.00
(0.00)

Gay rights groups −0.01**
(0.00)

−0.01
(0.01)

CR × Gay Rights Groups 0.00
(0.00)

0.00
(0.00)

GSP, logged −0.02
(0.02)

−0.13
(0.09)

Proportion with bachelor’s 
degrees+

−0.00***
(0.00)

0.01
(0.01)

Democratic presidential vote 
share

−0.16***
(0.03)

−0.02
(0.13)

<year dummies omitted>  
Constant 0.75***

(0.18)
1.65

(1.13)
Observations 417 248
R2 .87 .31
Number of states 50 50

CR = Christian Right; SSM = same-sex marriage; CCES = Cooperative 
Congressional Election Study; GSP = Gross State Product.

Increasing numbers stating religious affiliation as “None”



More secularisation where Christian Right strong enough
to institute Same-Sex Marriage Bans: Djupe et al (Pol Res Q, 2018)

I Rush from 2004 to set state constitutions in opposition to
LGBT rights, including SSM bans in 29 states, made Christian
Right more salient in some states.

I “As a result”, religion lost 2 to 8 % of the population”Djupe et al. 7

known (Conger and Djupe 2016). As the plots displayed 
in Figure 3 demonstrate, in the absence of gay rights 
groups, the number of Christian Right groups in the 
state bears little relationship to the religiously unclaimed 
proportion of the state. In the presence of gay rights 
groups, however, the number of Christian Right groups 
tracks with increases in the unclaimed proportion of the 
state (left panel) and the nones proportion (right panel). 
These effects are much smaller than the salience-based 
effects of a same-sex marriage ban. Going from zero to 
eight Christian Right groups is only associated with a 
one point increase in the unclaimed rate (left panel) and 
a 3.6 point increase in the rate of self-identified nones 
(right panel). Of course, as the right panel shows, the 
self-identified none rates themselves are indistinguish-
able between states with and without gay rights groups.

We find this constellation of results in a fixed effects 
framework that also includes controls for the state parti-
san lean, state gross domestic product (GDP), state levels 
of holding a college degree, and religious left lobbying 
groups (which might provide a counter image of what 
religion and politics might look like). Intriguingly, higher 
levels of Democratic voting—as measured by the presi-
dential vote in the previous election—are negatively 
related to both the proportion of the unclaimed in the state 
and the proportion of nones, but only significantly so in 
the case of the unclaimed. Were the traditional narrative 
about Democrats and liberals being more likely to leave 
religion to hold at this level of aggregation, we would 
expect the opposite relationship to emerge. The other 
variables are inconsistent in their effects.

Discussion
Our analyses suggest that the influence of the Christian 
Right in a state is linked to the decision to be religiously 
unaffiliated in the presence of a visible, salient, and con-
troversial policy issue. This result is important because it 
suggests that larger political processes, ones linked spe-
cifically to the state policy context, impact individuals’ 
decision making. Thus, the decisions to de-identify and 
disaffiliate with religion are not solely individual, psy-
chological processes, or even limited to congregational 
concerns. Our results therefore add nuance and clarity to 
existing findings on the role of politics in driving reli-
gious belief and behavior. We agree in broad brush with 
others’ diagnoses, but offer the insight that it is likely not 
just the diffuse “influence” of the movement that drives 
religious nones, but the specific policy skirmishes that 
gather public attention and shape decision making.

As an analog to this argument, if the Christian Right is 
making religion difficult for marginal identifiers to main-
tain a religious identity, then it might make it difficult for 
religious organizations to recruit as well by further seg-
menting the market. More specifically, the religious tradi-
tion most closely identified with the Christian 
Right—evangelical Protestants—may have reduced 
growth rates in states where Christian Right activity was 
salient and controversial. There is already evidence that 
the dogmatic conservative politics widespread in evan-
gelicalism in the 1990s spawned a protest movement 
from within in the form of the emergent church—a small, 
radically decentralized movement with strong democratic 

Figure 2. How the SSM bans interacted with a visible CR to influence the growth of nones and the unclaimed.
CR = Christian Right; CCES = Cooperative Congressional Election Study; SSM = same-sex marriage.

Only statistically significant for census “unclaimed”, and small effect

magnitude.



Islam and Democracy I

There is a substantial difference between the level of
democratization between the Islamic and non-Islamic regions
(Bruce Tables 7.1 and 7.2) with Arab states especially unlikely to
be democratic.



Islam and Democracy II

I In 2021 no Muslim majority states classified as “Free”.

I Economist IU 2021 classifies Albania, Malaysia and Indonesia
as “Flawed democracies”. Other Muslim states are Hybrid or
Authoritarian.

I This is perhaps to do with the legalism of Islam.

I More recently, concern with rise of political Islam and
Islamists, with some from the West arguing that these
developments show Islamic political thought is inevitably
anti-democratic.

I Tunisia was the only example of a moderate Islamist party
coming to power and acting in accordance with constitutional
democratic norms (March, AnRevPolSci 2015)
I Islamist Turkish AK Party has curtailed press freedom
I Apart from Tunisia, Arab Spring democratisation movements

were either (eventually) suppressed or led to ongoing conflict



Islam and Democracy III

But note . . .

I Plenty of peaceful and thoughtful debate about democracy in
Islamic countries and Islamic democracy (March, AnRevPolSci
2015)

I Davis and Robinson (2006) find that support for
implementation of Sharia law is associated with economic
communitarianism, whereby the state should provide for the
poor, reduce inequality, and meet community needs via
economic intervention.

I Non-violent Islamist groups often successful in elections due
to reputation for good governance built up in opposition to
autocratic regimes (Cammett and Luong, AnRevPolSci 2014)



Islam and Democracy IV
I Norris and Inglehart (2004 & 2012) argue that public support

for democracy is not noticeably lower in the Muslim world.

I Following figure shows attitudes in Muslim (Origin) and
high-income Christian (Destination) countries, and for the
Muslim migrants who moved between the two.

homosexuality, abortion and divorce formed one consistent dimension, representing posi-
tive orientations towards issues of sexual liberalization and choice. The items concerning
gender equality tapped into approval of traditional or egalitarian roles for men and women
in the workforce, elected office and university education, forming a consistent scale that we
have used in an earlier detailed study (Inglehart and Norris, 2003a). Support for democratic
values and principles was monitored using four items: approval of having a democratic
political system; agreement or disagreement with questions about having a strong leader
who does not have to bother with elections; having experts take decisions instead of
government; and having military rule. The separate dimensions were summed and stan-
dardized into 100-point scales, for ease of comparison, with the full items listed in the
Technical Appendix.

Results and Findings
The descriptive mean position of the groups on the four 100-point value scales is shown
in Figure 2, without applying any controls. The strength and significance of the asso-
ciation was measured by ANOVA. The results of the societal-level comparison demon-
strate the existence of a sizeable (25 percentage point) culture gap between Islamic

Figure 2: Cultural Values by Type of Society and Religious Identity

Notes: For the classification, see Figure 1. For the value scales, see the Technical Appendix. Each value scale is standardized to 100
points for ease of comparison. ANOVA tests for differences in means across groups were performed. The strength of association
coefficient was measured by eta coefficients, which were statistically significant in every case at the 1 per cent level.

Source: Pooled World Values Survey, 1981–2007.
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Beliefs and behaviour counteracting: Ben-Nun Bloom and
Arikan (2011)

I Religious beliefs reduce support for democracy (WVS data).

I But social interaction from religious behaviour can increase support.

I While overall Muslims are pro-democractic, among Muslims both more
belief and behaviour associated with less support for democracy.



How religion affects support democracy: Ben-Nun Bloom
and Arikan (2012)



Are Muslims more politically violent? I

I There has been substantial Islamist terrorism internationally.
I However, not clear that suicide bombing is especially related to

Islam as opposed to the circumstances Islamist groups find
themselves in (Horowitz, AnRevPolSci 2015)

I Although Islamic extremists are often characterized as
anti-democratic the motivations of Islamic terrorists and
political Islam, are varied (Sadowski, 2006).

I Most recent armed conflicts have been in Muslim countries
and they have a higher than average participation in interstate
conflicts.(Gleditsch and Rudolfsen, R&P 2016)
I However, whole data after WWII suggests Muslims countries

not particularly war prone.
I Other factors help explain the pattern: colonial history, major

power intervention, econ and political developments.
I Most victims are Muslim



Are Muslim countries more violent? Gleditsch and Rudolfsen (R&P 2016) I



Are Muslim countries more violent? Gleditsch and Rudolfsen (R&P 2016) II



Are Muslim countries more violent? Gleditsch and Rudolfsen (R&P 2016) III



Religion and Electoral Behaviour I

I Rose and Urwin (1969)—“Religious divisions, not class, are
the main social bases of parties in the Western world today”.

I Where religion, class and linguistic divides co-exist (e.g.
Belgium, Canada, S. Africa and Switzerland), religion is the
most important and we can find both effects (Lijphart, APSR,
1979, Table 3).



Effects of religiosity also in European Parliament Elections
(van der Brug et al., WEP, 2009)

.

They also provide evidence that the effects of religion are greater
where there is more religious diversity.



Denominational and religiosity differences

I Hayes (1995) found that for US, GB, Norway, NL, Germany,
N Ireland and Italy there were substantial differences in
opinions on various social issues between religious identifiers
and others, but relatively little difference between Catholics
and Protestants.

I Dalton (Citizen Politics, 2014) argues both denominational
and religiosity effects on voting are modest



Denominational differences in Dalton (2014, 2019)



Religiosity differences in Dalton (2014, 2019)



Decline in religion as a basis for vote choice? I

From Brooks et al (Social Science Research, 2006):

be approximately 12%. Although class is typically the largest social cleavage, religion
has larger political e!ects in both the Netherlands and the US (despite an overall de-
cline in the religion cleavage in the Netherlands). Regarding gender, this cleavage is
virtually non-existent in four of our six countries, with evidence of a small, emerging
cleavage in the Netherlands since 1990, and evidence of a larger cleavage in the US
that has been growing steadily during the past three decades.

Fig. 1. Changing magnitude of the class, religion, and gender cleavages.

106 C. Brooks et al. / Social Science Research 35 (2006) 88–128



Decline in religion as a basis for vote choice? II

From Best (EPSR, 2011):

Decline in contributions mainly due to declining loyalty among
Christians as a whole, and declining numbers of church goers.



Stability of religious differences in England: Tilley 2014



Inter-generational transfer: Tilley 2014
I Religious identity, religiosity and partisanship are all

transferred from parents to children through socialisation
I Tilley (2014) argues that this process explains some of the

religious cleavage in Britain, but ideological differences
(socialism or liberalism) do not.



Religious Household Context: Kotler-Berkowitz (2001)

Kotler-Berkowitz (2001) also shows that religious denominational
effects in Britain can depend on belief and on class identity. E.g.
greater Labour voting among Catholics seems to be weaker among
stronger believers and among the working class identifiers.



Church influence on attitudes to immigrants?
I Church of England identifiers more likely to vote UKIP in

2015, Leave in 2016 and hold negative attitudes to
immigration, despite church teaching.

I But those anglicans that attend church more often hold more
positive views towards immigrants (Paterson (BJPIR, 2018)).10 The British Journal of Politics and International Relations 00(0)

indicating that there is nothing ‘special’ about religion/religiosity in and of itself and that 
domestic context is paramount. Notably, the United Kingdom does not fit the majority 
position – religiosity correlates with more positive immigration attitudes.

Based upon the CoE’s migration discourse, it would be expected that when UK 
Anglicans are analysed independently, a positive relationship would emerge. This is 
borne out: Attendance (Pearson’s r = 0.239**) has the most powerful relationship com-
pared to the other two measures of religiosity (Prayer, r = 0.098**; Religious Feeling, 
r = 0.150**). Importantly, the correlation itself is greater than that for the sum of all UK 
religions shown in Figure 1 (r = 0.144**), indicating an especially strong effect for 
Attendance for Anglicans. At surface level, this result seems to suggest that religiosity in 
the United Kingdom, and Anglicanism in particular, may be serving to help desecuritise 
the issue of migration, in stark contrast to many other European countries, where religion 
or religiosity may, in fact, be contributing to the securitisation of migration. This finding 
provides initial support for the hypothesis that elite discourse, captured via Attendance, is 
having a positive effect on immigration attitudes.

Yet, the bivariate correlations do not reveal whether the relationships will hold once 
other potentially powerful explanatory variables are considered. These are introduced in 
the multivariate analyses shown in Table 1. Beginning with Model 1, there is a statisti-
cally significant positive relationship between Attendance and immigration attitudes 
(p ⩽ 0.001). Attendance maintains the same level of significance in Model 2 when Party 
ID and the demographic controls are introduced and in Model 3 when all variables have 
been entered.13 These results buttress those from the bivariate analysis, providing further 
support for the hypothesis that exposure to the desecuritising, non-threat-based cues from 

Figure 1. 
Cross-national bivariate analyses: Immigration Attitudes Index and three measures of religiosity (ESS Rounds 
3–7).

I But religion apparently has a negative effect in other
European countries.



Denominational alignment in the US

Manza and Brooks (1999) argue there has been no general decline
in denominational differences in the US, in particular . . .

I Secularization has not weakened the religious cleavage

I Liberal Protestants (Methodist, Anglicans etc.) have become
more moderate perhaps due to increasing Republican
conservativism.

I The Christian Right have become neither more right wing nor
more participatory, at least up to 1999.

I Allowing for JFK, Catholics have remained stable.



From Brooks et al (Soc. Quarterly, 2004)
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this early alignment. For their part evangelical Protestants experienced a temporarily 
higher level of Democratic support during the Carter era while remaining in a Republi- 
can alignment. The negatively signed coefficients for interactions between church atten- 
dance and evangelicals/other religion imply that higher levels of religious participation 
are associated with disproportionately higher levels of support for Republican candi- 
dates among members of these two groups. 

We use the calculations in Figure 1 to gauge the magnitude of, and trends in, the vot- 
ing behavior of religious groups. Recall that the normalization used to identify all seven 
coefficients means that group-specific scores are relative to an overall mean of zero. Pos- 
itive scores thus indicate a Democratic voter alignment, and negative scores indicate a 
Republican alignment.14 

Extending the results of our comparison of competing models of vote choice, the esti- 
mates in Figure 1 provide evidence that both evangelical and mainline Protestants have 
experienced significant changes in their voting behavior relative to the overall mean. 
Evangelicals' voter alignments shifted temporarily to higher levels of Democratic sup- 
port between 1976 and 1982 without modifying their otherwise strong alignment with 
the Republican Party between 1972 and 2000. By contrast, voting changes affecting 
mainline Protestants represent an approximately linear trend from relatively high levels 
of Republican candidate support to considerably lower levels in the 1990s. 

72 16 80 84 88 92 96 00 

Note: Estimates in first seven panels (triangles) measure a group's divergence from a mean of 0; 
estimates in eighth panel (circles) measure the magnitude of the overall religion cleavage in voting 

FIGURE 1. VOTING BEHAVIOR OF RELIGIOUS CROUPS 
IN U.S. NATIONAL ELECTIONS, 1972-2000 



Religious priming leads to values voting: McCauley, APSR
2014 I

I In Ghana and Cote d’Ivoire ethnic priming leads to preferences
for local goods, while religious (Muslim vs Christian) priming
leads to preferences for high moral standards

I The author supposes this is because ethnic groups are more
geographically bounded in these countries

I Not so in all contexts



Religious priming leads to values voting: McCauley, APSR
2014 II



Institutional approaches to Religious Division
If there is a severe religious or ethnic division that might have been
or become violent there various institutional structures that have
been thought to reduce conflict.
I imposing an autocratic regime e.g. former Yugoslavia where

c.40% are Muslim (partly due to Turkish invasions in the
middle ages, stories of which have lead to Serbian nationalism
and resentment).
I Balkan case could also/alternatively be thought of as one

where divisions were suppressed by great powers.

I Pillarization (verzuiling) is a social solution whereby
individuals interact within groups, but group leaders
coordinate to organize society. Corresponding governing
arrangement is consociationalism.
I Thought to be key to understanding successful government in

the Netherlands, which is divided by both religion
(Protestant/Catholic) and class.

I Good Friday agreement in N Ireland is informed by this kind of
thinking, since a double majority of Catholics and Protestants
is required for the executive to work.



Conclusion

I Development of christianity in Europe perhaps crucial to
development of capitalism and democracy (Henrich, Weber,
etc.).

I Secularisation in high income christian-heritage democracies
has further changed politics
I but still religious divisions in social attitudes and voting
I state action increasing religiosity and politicisation of religion

in Central and Eastern Europe

I Developments in political Islam raise interesting questions
about the relationships between religion and both political
violence and democracy.

I Religious divisions affect politics because of values and
identity divisions. Which of those is predominant changes the
nature of the impact.


